
Artics have different types of trailers, including:

Flatbed trailer - Our flat trailers have a carrying capacity up to 29 tonnes and can carry a variety of products, 
including pipe and steel sections. A 1.5 metre headboard and pins provide extra safety with regard to 
load security. These can be removed if required. 

Curtainsider - The mainstay of road haulage, this has a rigid roof and rear doors. The sides are PVC curtains that can 
be drawn back for easy loading. Our curtain sided trailers can be used for transporting a wide variety of 
goods including paper reels, food and drink, and waste plastic. They have a maximum weight capacity 
of 28 tonnes.

Box trailer - An entirely rigid unit, with loading through back doors, a secure option for valuable goods. 

Box van step frame – Garment drop frame box van trailer with barn doors and double locking bars  

Euroliner – These trailers allow loading through the back double doors, the side curtains and should it be required, 
the top of the trailer opens to allow craned loads to be placed in the trailer. This type of trailer is mainly 
used for in gauge and palletised cargo and can be used in European countries.

Skeletal – Slider skeletal trailers, capable of carrying 20 ft, 30 ft, 40 ft & 45 ft loaded containers

Sliding skeletal - It can accommodate any size container from 20ft to 45 ft as well as 13.6 m intermodal containers within 
legal length, swing clearance and wheelbase tolerances

Drop frame skeletal - This Trailer is used for liquid tanks

Walking floor - This equipment can be used for transporting all types of high volume bulk materials, but can 
also carry palletised goods as well.  For bulk loads that need to be tipped into an area with low height 
restriction, this piece of equipment is ideal as the material is 'shuffled' out of the trailer.

Ejector trailer – Ejector trailers are used for transporting light waste such as household rubbish, cardboard and 
commercial industrial waste.

Flat extendable – This trailer is designed to carry heavier weights than PSK flat trailers. This enhances the ability to move 
abnormal loads; our standard model extends from 48’-80’ for extra long loads.

Drop frame extendable - This trailer allows you to extend its length by up to 8m – giving an overall length of 21.25m.

Coil carriers -  These trailers have removable coil boards that can be replaced over the coil wells so that the trailer can 
be used for carrying other products as well. They have a carrying capacity up to 27.4 Tonnes

Double decks - The double deck trailers are capable of carrying up to 52 full pallets, or 26.5 tonnes


